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Due to the inefficiency of the past GreenWaves token the team 
decided to migrate the contract. The change was to a zero fee 
based standard ERC20 Token contract, because the old contract 
was wasting fee’s on each transaction due to it being poorly 
designed. We have successfuly reduced the cost of a transaction 
from 0.45-0.55$/ Transaction to 0.03-0.15$. This alligns perfectly 
with the vision of the GreenWAVES token, due to its low cost, 
high security measures. 

Migration

Security Measures
Pre-Audited Standard DxMint Token - AUDIT REPORT 
 
KYC verification still apply from the old contract address. 
 
 
 
 
*Old Contract 
*Audit at March 20, 2024 with a Static analysis, and a manual review by 
FusionTech. Found 0 vulnerability, and successfully passed the audit with 
a score of maximum security. 
 
Click HERE for the Audit Report  
 
 
Ruben (Founder) has passed the KYC Verification at March 19, 2024 with 
Project ownership verification, Identity verification, Video verification, 
through FusionTech. 
 
Click HERE for the KYC Certificate

Click HERE for the Audit Certificate

https://www.dx.app/certificates/mint?address=0x8DE4228d54FC86D4607c8425e8bECEfB93888fe4&chain=56
https://github.com/fusiontechofficial/Smart-Contract-Audits/blob/main/GreenWaves/GreenWaves%20-%20Audit%20Report.pdf
https://github.com/fusiontechofficial/Smart-Contract-Audits/blob/main/GreenWaves/GreenWaves%20-%20KYC%20Certificate.png
https://github.com/fusiontechofficial/Smart-Contract-Audits/blob/main/GreenWaves/GreenWaves%20-%20Audit%20Certificate.png
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Goals

Marketing Strategy

Long term goals include populating the GreenWAVES 
Payments DApp, entering the TOP 100 Cryptocurrency by 
Marketcap, and Tier 1 and 2 exchange listings. 
Our short term goals is to spread as much awareness as 
possible and reach as most users as possible through 
online and offline marketing. 

Community Building & Education
News articles, Press Releases including but not limited to 
only: Yahoo News, Yahoo Finance, Google News, Digital 
Journal, MarketWatch, Bloomberg, Benzinga... 
Guerilla Marketing
Real Life marketing, around the globe in over 180 coun-
tries through our members.
Influencer Marketing
We know some investors only invest based on what their 
favourite influencer says, thus we will approach a lot of 
high ROI influencers with real numbers. 
Twitter Shillings, AMA’s, Reddit Shilling, Telegram shilling, 
call channels, AMA’s.

Utility

The Utility of GreenWAVES is covering the future of 
the Ecommerce with a Peer-To-Peer crypto payment 
platform. GreenWAVES offers a complete payment 
and shop platform for everyone, with an easy-to-use, 
comprehensive crypto payments platform for any 
business or individual. The system manages the payment 
process from start to finish, but does not get involved 
in any transactions, rather uses a completely different 
system to earn a small (0.08%) of fee’s on its usage 
through a credit system. This credit system offers a free 
125$ Sales budget for every user, and until that 125$ 
budget isn’t met the user does not have to top up their 
balance to sell. 10$ of top up is equal to 1250$ of Sales 
budget. Learn more at grwv.app

https://grwv.app
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Token Economy

Buy/Sell/Transfer Tax:  0% 
Contract Renounce: DONE - LINK

Ecosystem
The GreenWAVES Ecosystem is an ever growing and developing ecosystem. The token ‘Gre-
enWAVES’ ($GRWV) is used as a form of currency in the world of GreenWAVES. By using the 
$GRWV tokens users of the services will be earning benefits of what GreenWAVES has to offer, 
which is also growing, and is not limited to a few small perks.  
 
*GreenWAVES BuyBack: Series of shops built by the GreenWAVES Team which uses its revenue 
to: Buy back GreenWAVES tokens from Ecommerce shops, Provide Liquidity and fund marketing 
or development related projects.

https://bscscan.com/tx/0x7b761a1b941f8b47246b38f709cefe24833d856a1109d70e24d983919824b13f


Roadmap
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March 2024

*OLD TOKEN LAUNCH*, Presale community building, launch of the *OLD $GRWV*

April 2024

Development of the GreenWAVES DApp (grwv.app)

May 2024

GreenWAVES Payments (grwv.app) is finished, platform testing, updates and marketing. 
 
May 9-11 2024 
 
Deployment of the Migrated token (DxMint token), migration process started. By May 11  
GreenWAVES is fully migrated.

Q2  2024
 
Continued development of the GRWV.APP, development of new platforms, marketing focus, stra-
tegic partnerships, populating the GreenWAVES Ecosystem with investors, users and creators. 
Tier 1-2 CEX listings 
 

Q3 2024
 
More coming soon...



 

GREENWAVES

Official Links

https://reddit.com/r/Greenwaves
https://t.me/greenwav_es
http://t.me/greenwav_es
http://twitter.com/greenwav_es
http://reddit.com/r/greenwaves
https://greenwav.es

